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Reviewer’s report:

Major compulsory revisions

The authors cannot construct an interaction of a multiple categorical variable (i.e., marital status) and only pick and choose one of the categories. They must construct the interaction for ALL categories. If they still want to go this route, then they must put all other categories (married, cohabitating, widow, other) into the reference category and create a dichotomous variable. It doesn’t matter conceptually that they want to --as they indicate, “stick to this strategy…because interactions should only be modeled apriori”—mathematically, they need to include ALL categories in the interaction model.

Discretionary revisions

One reference they missed that hits exactly what they are looking at for single mothers:

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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